
Name or Number: 

Stat 1040, Spring 2008 
Midterm 2, March 28 

Show your work. The test 'is o'ut of 100 points and you have 50 minutes, so budget your time accordingly. 

1.	 For a road trip, a student places the following nine CDs into the glove compartment of her car 

•	 5 modern rock CDs (Fallout Boy, Hawthorne Heights, The Used, Finger Eleven, Taking Back 

Sunday), 

• 3 pop CDs (P!nk, Fergie, Gwen Stefani), 

• 1 American Idol CD (Jardin Sparks).
 

On her trip, the student chooses two CDs at random without replacement from these 9 CDs.
 

(a)	 (2 points) What is the chance that the first CD will be a modern rock CD? 
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(b) (2 points) What is the chance that the first CD will be a pop CD or the American Idol CD? 
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(c)	 (2 points) What is the chance that the second CD will be a modern rock CD? (Note that we do 

not know what the first one will be). 
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(d)	 (3 points) What is the chance that she will listen to Jardin Sparks as one of her two selections? 

(a)	 (2 points) What is the chance that all 4 rolls show a "1O"? 
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(b)	 (2 points) What is the chance that none of the 4 rolls show a "1O"? 

6~) '(-lJG~)' ~fJ ~ '~7bl 
(c)	 (3 points) What is the chance that at least one of the 4 rolls shows a "1O"? 
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3.	 I plan to playa game of chance many times. For each game I play, the chance I win is 47% and the 

games are independent. 

(a)	 (3 points)If I want to win more than 50% of the games, which is better for me:@ames or 

1000 games? fnOre- L·katJ fo JO oiJOVlL !;O ( fo/' fOO fha~ /O<:X'·
 
(b~~nts)If I want to win more than 45% of the games, which is better for me: 100 games or
 

~ames? fV)orQ.- lik.Q..& fo c/.JY;;P loeJow 5"'4; -Cr-- /0::; I-he,,1. lOCO. 
(c)	 (2 points)Which is more likely: winning exactly 47 times out of 100 r winning exactly 470
 

times out of 1000? .::l=UQ c.hCt"1ce. VI'O~ is V"MO/'-l? ~'keL .for /00
 

4. (9 points) An online poll asks people whether or not they think the U.S. should ha~ gone into Iraq. 

Give 3 different reasons why such a poll would be unreliable. Explain clearly. 
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5.	 For each of the following answer True or False. (2 points each) 

(a)	 The law of averages says that if we toss a coin more and more times, the numb~ of heads gets 

closer and closer to half the number of tosses. Fa.(se.- fhe.. Y\u.wth.er-- I-el\of..s ~O ~Q.r f(.d~~Q.t ou..aa3· 
(b)	 Other things being equal, a simple random sample of size 1,000 will be more accurate than a
 

simple random sample of size 500. 1(.~
 

(c)	 Other things being equal, a simple random sam.,E.le of 1,000 from a population of 100,000 will 

have about the same accuracy as a simple random sample of 2,000 from a population of size j()./'(f.e.t- .. 

200,000. Fcd7<2 - H-.e. sctJVlfie qf 62.00:::> will bt!..· MOrt. CtI"...(..-t..(.t-a.fQ be-c.Cl<.AS/? l'fl} 

(d)	 A small sample can be more accurate than a large sample if they are collected differently. /. 
-rr~- a.. SMa.11 siMple rC{rdcYVl saMplE. will 6fl Mote Of..Ce.t..J...I'Ct~f~a". Q. ~.5CU'v1f/e.. 

(e) When sampling from a box of tickets, the sum of the draws will follow the normal curve even if 1 . 
the tickets in the box do not, provided the sample size is large enough. collua", -e/lCe . 

Trv..e.- . 
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6.	 (15 points) In 2002, 17% of US tax forms reported incomes under $25,000. If the IRS takes a random 

sample of 700 tax forms from 2002, what is the chance that between 16% and 18% of the sampled 

forms reported incomes of under $25,000? 
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7. (12 points) From a simple random sample oIT6CJo-'"ltm!y-vrrterS", --55% plan to vote for McCain in 

November. Find a 95% confidence interval for the percentage of all "likely voters" who plan to vote 

for McCain in November. 
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8.	 A supermarket chain analyzes data from their "express checkout" lane. They find that for the last 

10,000 transactions, the average transaction amount is $12.38 with an SD of $13.46. 

(a) (15 points) If I select 100 of these transactions at random, what is the chance that the total for 

my 100 transactions is more than $1300.00?
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(b) (15 points) If I select 100 of these transactions at random, what is the chance that the aver~ --- 

for my 100 transactions is less than $12.00? 
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